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I Am Sorry.
 
Today was the day i first kissed you..
yes these days i have missed you.?.
I love you for the heavenly shake..for all the beautiful faces that you make..
I remember the look In those big brown eyes As you'd smile and laugh And leave
me hypnotized..
I remember the touch Of your hands so soft How you'd hug and comfort me And
shake the cold off I remember the taste Of your sweet lips on mine Enthralled in
a kiss For hours at a time I remember the sound Of your voice so warm You'd
just whisper gently And quiet the raging storm...two years have passed and it
sounds so short..nothing but only love is what talks my throat..?
I remember the smell That enchanted my nose The scent of your body Bathed in
absolute rose Yes, I remember you dear And all the love we grew And I have
spent a lifetime Making 'sense' of you..I am sorry I forgot this day..but I will love
you till sun sheds its last ray?
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I Miss You.
 
I Miss You..I miss You.. I miss you..
You were a beautiful grandmother..
one who never grew old..
Your smile with dimples, vulcanized my pain..
and heart of nothing but pure gold.
You glow, you glitter, you shimmer you shine..your love is sweeter than cane,
everything that's lost is mine.
Yes, I cannot see you.                            
I feel your presence near.  
You are held close in memory. 
Till I shed my last tear.  
You were put on the bed of fire. It was just too hard to leave you there. 
There is a dead muteness at your home..it was hard to see your absence on the
corner chair.
I remember your last word asking..Not to get hushed..Not to cry..but keep your
eyes dry.. Rather mourning when I go..rejoice with me at going on bon
voyage..and bid me with both a dieu and au revoir..  If tears can make stairs and
memories a pathways..I would walk right up to heaven and bring you back
home..????
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